In previous work we have presented a model for generating human-like arm and hand movements on an anthropomorphic robot involved in human-robot collaboration tasks. This model was inspired by the Posture-Based Motion-Planning Model of human movements. Numerical results and simulations for reach-to-grasp movements with two different grip types have been presented previously. In this paper we extend our model in order to address the generation of more complex movement sequences which are challenged by scenarios cluttered with obstacles. The numerical results were obtained using the IPOPT solver, which was integrated in our MATLAB simulator of an anthropomorphic robot.
INTRODUCTION
For achieving natural and efficient human-robot interaction and collaboration, human-like movements are essential, since it allows the human involved in the interaction to interpret the robot's movements. Inspired by the Posture-Based Motion-Planning Model (PBMP) of human movements [2] , we have, in previous work [1] , presented a model for generating human-like arm and hand movements on an anthropomorphic robot involved in human-robot collaboration tasks (see [3] ). The previous results focused on reach-to-grasp movements with two different grip types [1] . Here we extend our model in order to address the generation of more complex movement sequences (see Figure 1 ) which are challenged by scenarios cluttered with obstacles. FIGURE 1. ARoS is an anthropomorphic robot equipped with two 7 degrees of freedom (DOFs) arms and two 4 DOFs hands. Panels A-F display snapshots, obtained in our MATLAB simulator, of a sequence of movements consisting of a request gesture (A), reach-to-grasp a wheel from the human (B), transporting and placing the wheel on the base (C-E), returning to the home position (F), grasping the nut from the table (G), inserting the nut (H-I) and a column (J-L) on the base.
Although the use of optimization in the generation of robot movements is not new (see e.g. [4] ), roboticists have paid little attention to the large amount of available optimization software (see e.g. https://projects.coin-or.org/) and to the underlying optimization techniques. An exception is [5] where IPOPT [6] is used to solve the inverse kinematics problem of an anthropomorphic robotics arm in point-to-point movements in the absence of obstacles. In [7] IPOPT is used to determine the weights for achieving a better fit to observed human motion. Here we use IPOPT to solve the nonlinear optimization problems that arise when we model the entire human-like trajectory of an anthropomorphic robot arm and hand, including obstacle avoidance. We use IPOPT because it is an open source software package for large-scale nonlinear optimization, that implements a primal-dual interior point method for solving nonlinear optimization problems. Here we further investigate the use of IPOPT in the real-time generation of more complex human-like movements.
THE MODEL FOR HUMAN-LIKE MOVEMENT ON AN ANTHROPOMORPHIC ROBOTIC ARM AND HAND
For the sake of brevity, some details of the model and the kinematics of the robotic system are omitted (for further details see [1] ). The anthropomorphic redundant robotic arm and hand ( Figure 1 ) can be represented as a series of links connected by joints. The number of joints which can be independently actuated define its DOFs. ARoS' anthropomorphic robotic arm has 7 DOFs and its hand has 4 DOFs. The arm and hand configuration in joint space is defined by the vector θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ 11 ) .
Taking inspiration from the PBMP [2] , we define the movement of each joint as the superimposition of two movements: (i) a direct movement, describing a bell-shaped unimodal velocity profile, from the initial to final posture; (ii) a back-and-forth movement from initial to a bounce posture, intended to avoid collision with obstacles in the robot's workspace. Therefore, the movement planning can be summarised as the resolution of two subproblems: Pa determining the appropriated final posture, i.e., a vector of arm and hand joint angles, θ f ∈ R n j , that allows, for example, ARoS to grasp a given object or to achieve a specific location and grip type; Pb determining a bounce posture, θ b ∈ R n j , that serves as a sub-goal for a back-and-forth movement. Here 7 ≤ n j ≤ 11 depends on the type of movement, as explained later. We formalize these problems as two nonlinear optimization problems with simple bounds and equality and inequality constraints.
The sequence of joint angles of the robotics arm and hand is given by
where θ 0 , v 0 , a 0 ∈ R n j are constant vectors representing initial joint position, velocity and acceleration, respectively, T ∈ R + represents the movement duration, t ∈ [0, T ], τ = t T ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized movement duration, and ϑ = − ln 2 lnt b , t b ∈]0, 1[ is the movement time when the bounce posture is applied. We discretize t ∈ [0, T ] by N T equally spaced points t i = i ∆, where ∆ = T N T is the step size and i = 0, 1, . . . , N T . Our convention is that
Here we simplified Pa and Pb as presented in [1] . First, since the middle finger is opposite to the other two we set θ f ,8 = 0. Second, the robotic hand has only one controllable DOF on each finger and all fingers have equal lengths, therefore for a successful grasp we have θ f ,9 = θ f ,10 = θ f ,11 . Thus, given the geometry of the hand, a specific object and grip type, the joint angles of the fingers θ f ,9 are determined by solving, a transcendental equation, using Newton-Raphson method. Finally, we consider that during the movement θ 8 (t i ) = 0 and θ 9 (t i ) = θ 10 (t i ), t i = 0, . . . , T . Therefore Pa and Pb are:
Pa min
Pb min
where θ m and θ M are constant vectors that represent the lower and upper joint limits, δ > 0 is a constant, c 1 and c 2 are nonlinear functions (of target pose (position and orientation) and joint angles, obtained using direct kinematics) concerning the position and orientation of the robot hand relatively to the target, respectively, ε(t i ) is a function of time representing the clearance distance, h f , h b , h b are nonlinear functions of the obstacles pose and of the arm and/or finger angles. For a more extensive description of the constraints see [1] .
Request gestures consist of only Pb subproblems with n j = 9 since we assume a fixed final pose of the arm and hand. Reach-to-grasp movements consist of one Pa and one Pb subproblems with n j = 9. On the other hand, movements of transporting and placing an object do not allow movements of the fingers (since the robot is holding an object), thus for Pb n j = 7. In this case the movement is composed of two sub-movements: the first from the initial posture to some location behind the insertion point; the second from this location to the insertion point (this is a direct movement). Therefore it consists of two Pa subproblems Pa 1 for determining the pose of arm at the insertion point, and Pa 2 for location behind the insertion point and one Pb subproblem.
RESULTS
We focus on a sequence of movements that arises in a human-robot joint construction task (see [3] ). More specifically, we will report results on the following movements: P1 ARoS requests an object from the human; P2 grasps the wheel that the human hands it; P3 transports and inserts the wheel in the base; P4 returns to its home position. Table 1 presents details on each of these movements. All optimization problems, P#a and P#b, were coded in AMPL modeling language and solved using IPOPT 3.11. The numerical results were obtained using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 M460@2.53GHz processor running Windows 7 64-bits with a ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5650 video card and 4GB of Ram Memory. In our implementation the value of the following constants are: T = 1, t b = 0.5, δ = 10 −2 (for P2a δ = 10 −3 ) and λ k = 1, k = 1, . . . , n j . IPOPT was run with the default options, with the exception for which the second order derivatives information were approximated using a limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) method and we set AMPL presolve off. Tables 2 and 3 show the numerical results. In these tables we present the number of variables, N, equality constraints, M eq , inequality constraints, M ineq , the number of non-zero elements in equality constraint Jacobian, n eq , and on the inequality constraint Jacobian, n ineq , the objective function value, Obj, and the computational time in seconds, CPU. IPOPT managed to find an optimal solution for all problems, although some tuning was necessary in the definition of ε(t). All Pa subproblems are small-scale optimization problems. Their dimension depends mainly on the number of constraints in (5) , which depend on the number of obstacles in the workspace of the robot. IPOPT was able to find easily an optimal solution in less then 0.320 seconds. As for the Pb subproblems, their dimension is related to the number of constraints in (9) and (10), which depend on the number of obstacles, on the time discretization steps that are used and on the number of points considered on the robot's arm and hand (for further details see [1] ). These subproblems are medium-scale ones and IPOPT found an optimal solution in less than 1.2 seconds. The movement of inserting and placing the wheel on the base was the one that presented the greater risk of collision with the surrounding obstacles. Therefore it was not surprising that P3b was the most challenging subproblem for the IPOPT solver, as can be seen by the CPU time taken. Also for this movement the bounce component, responsible for avoiding collision, was greater then for all the other movements. This is expressed by the value of the objective function.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have used IPOPT integrated in our system to solve the nonlinear optimization problems that arise when we model the entire human-like trajectory of an anthropomorphic robot arm and hand, including obstacle avoidance. We further have demonstrated that, even with modest computational resources, the CPU times obtained are appropriated for realtime implementation since they allow the human interacting with the robot to interpret its movements.
In the future we expect to perform user studies and extend our approach to bimanual manipulation of the anthropomorphic robot ARoS.
